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Esta ediciÃ³n de la Editorial Sudamericana, es sin lugar a dudas la mejor versiÃ³n en EspaÃ±ol de
este afamado libro que se ha publicado en los Ãºltimos 25 aÃ±os, no solo por el poema de Jorge
Luis Borges, sino por el prÃ³logo de C.G. Jung (el padre del psicoanÃ¡lisis) que nos permite
comprender la acertividad de los concejos del libro en su relaciÃ³n con el azar.La traducciÃ³n al
EspaÃ±ol desde el AlemÃ¡n (primera lengua europea en traducir del chino mandarin), es magistral
y esta corregida y avalada por el hijo del traductor original y de uno de los mÃ¡s eminentes eruditos
de ese periÃ³do (Lao Nai-hsuan). Magnifico!

This is a great translation into Spanish of this old book full of wisdom, with the bonus of Borge's
poem and C. G. Jung's introduction. The many successive reprinting testimonies the interest of
Spanish reading public on this Chinese well of knowledge.I was set into the path of The I Ching in
an unusual way: by reading a sci-fi classic "The Man in the High Castle". The I Ching is used all
along that interesting book and my curiosity was aroused.I've started reading the first translation I
was able to catch. Then I bought William Legge's translation. Finally I discovered Wilhem's
translation and I was amazed.So many deep commentaries & explanations! It was and is a
delightful experience.The fact that Wilhem was a Christian missionary do not diminish the insightful

lessons, it make them more understandable for Westerners that as myself have a Christian
background.This is not a book to read lightly, is full of ancient wisdom and each hexagram is
discussed lengthily.When used for divination many meaningful paths are at your disposition. You
must be patient and read each answer more than once. The Book of Changes will never fail you.
May be sometimes it will let you baffled. May be other times the answers are not the ones you were
expecting. But if you put your questions in writing and date them as I did, you'll see how accurate
the answers were, and even if at the moment you are not able to understand them, after a time they
will be clear for you.Afterwards I have collected some other versions and translation of this amazing
book, but Wilhem's remains unsurpassed.Reviewed by Max Yofre.

I've reached this book through reading lots of science fiction novels. When I first acquired it, I made
the right choice of reading the preface. That's a good point to start, particularly with this book. It puts
the book into context, and gives several good advices about how to affront it's reading. After that, I
gave it a sequential read, which proved hard, but now that I can see it in perspective, It helped me
to see the whole range of descriptions, and to understand with lots of examples, how it manages the
metaphors. A good thing to point is that the index is placed at the end, so if the reader wants to give
it a selective read, or to use it as dictionary, that's the first place to go.About the contents, I can just
say it is amazing. For every symbol read and understood, it can be found in several situations
experienced during the day. The descriptions are wise, and all appeared to me as being deeply
rooted into reality.It can seem a fair radical opinion, but I want to make a strong advice: It has it's
counterbacks, the biggest being the context. This is a book that needs to be interpreted using the
experiences the reader could have lived until the start of the reading, always taking into account the
difference of the context in which it was written, with nowadays. It cannot be taken as is, or some
strange or unpleasant conclusions could be made.My preferred way of using it is as a kind of
"diagnostic book": at the end of the day, I pick it, and open it randomly. I read the symbol appeared,
and spend some time thinking about it, and trying to relate it with something happened during the
day. I just can say it helps!

If you going to have a single book of I Ching, this book of Richard Wilhelm is that you should have
any other book would be complementary to this.
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